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Smogon pu discord

Overview A Smogon Discord Use Statistics Bot that aims to show Pokémon Showdown battles usage data like Pokémon, movesets (movements, elements, abilities...), levels, generations. Invite Smogon Stats to your own Discord server! Join The Smogon Statistics Support Server to try the bot and talk to the developers! Features Access
to useful Pokémon control data based on Smogon/Pokemon Showdown; Smogon movesets data for the most popular formats (levels and generations); Type weak/moving hedging tools; Blurred search for pokémon names (miss awareness spelling); Support for Generations 8, 7 and 6; Support for VGC, OR and UU meta-issues (more to
come...) Command Command AliasEs Descrition /pokemon /p, /pkm, /my Poster a pokémon summary of all relevant combat information /use /u, /uses Shows the most used pokémon in a format and their usage percentages /leads /l, /lead shows most used leading pokémon' and its percentage of lead /moves /m, /move Shows the most
used pokémon movements and its percentage /item Shows the most used pokémon objects and its usage percentage /a capabilities, /ability Shows the abilities of the most used pokémon and its usage percentage /spreads /iv, /ivs, /natures Shows the iv deviations of the most used pokémon and natures with its usage percentage /team-
mates /tm, /mates Shows the most used pokémon teammates and its percentage of use / , /checks Shows the most used pokémon counters and checks and its usage percentage/megas/m, /mega Shows the most used evolved mega pokémon and their usage percentages Screenshots/pokemon greninja-ash /moves gengar /chargar
items /use Previous Article Next Article Art by anundeadboy. Despite what they might say on YouTube, PU means nothing! It's an English joke playing with words: Pee-ifw these 'mys stink! PU is the lowest official level below NU, housing all Pokemon that do not receive enough use in the upper levels. PU started as a very small
community on IRC in 2014 that had no scale, but with some time for the community to grow, it finally became a public hall at the end of 2014 on Pokemon Showdown!. The PU player base saw a growth peak around XY early and gradually began to detach from the other metagames, of which it was a part. Due to its crazy popularity, PU
finally became an official Smogon level in October 2015, bringing a massive wave of users. Similarly, the first few days Sun and Moon have caused an influx of users eager to learn the level. The most recent boom comes from the PSPL victory in July 2018, as PU was announced in the news section of PS! and was put at the top of the list
of chat rooms. PU now presents itself as one of the most active metagame based on chat rooms on PS! Seeing the community grow over time has made PU very passionate about being inclusive and welcoming to new users, which is one of the reasons why the community is so tight What's going on in the room? The PU room is where
the majority of the metagame discussion happens, and it's a great place for newer and even more experienced users to discuss metagame, search for feedback on teambuilding, and ask for battles. Discussion points in the PU room range from common sets on Pokemon to underrated threats in the metagame, rank a Pokemon on
sustainability rankings, tournament games, and subforum projects. Our goal is to help new users relax in the level, as starting in a new level can be very intimidating without any guidance. Thus, we encourage new users to look at the intro to the room, which contains a quick link to many useful resources such as viability ranking, sample
teams, the Discord server and current events. In addition to the discussion that happens in the room, there are many events in the room. Although not expected, the most common event in which users can participate are room tournaments, which are usually started on request or randomly when the room is less active. The room also
occasionally hosts teambuilding workshops, where users can work with other community members on teams. Hangman games are also started sporadically to test your level knowledge. We have a great auth room team that will try to answer any questions you might have! How can I contribute? Being helpful and being a good cat
presence are great ways to contribute, but it's not as easy as it sounds. Here's what we recommend to become a good contributor to PU! You could even win the chamber vote if you contribute well! Being active and suring a good presence is the best way to be part of the community. Being a good chat presence means that you are
actively driving metagame discussion, helping new users, and being positive. Having a good knowledge of the metagame is also the key when you help, as without it, you could be misleading users. Maturity is a very important part of aid. You might have all the meta knowledge in the world, but if you're constantly bashing new users for not
knowing anything, going off topic, and arguing with the auth room, you won't be helping much at all. Keep in mind that we want the room to be a welcoming place for anyone to learn and discuss the PU level. Discord While the majority of the metagame discussion occurs in the PU room PS!, pu's Discord server has become a very popular
place to do just that too! The Hub is a channel that offers all the news around PU! #offtopic is self-explanatory; that's where the whole non-PU discussion happens. #sm_pu's where all the current metagame discussion happens! Similar to the room, it's a great place to get advice on teambuilding and meta knowledge, or anything else
related to USM PU. #oldgens_pu is very similar to #sm_pu, but this is all the old PEOPLE PU has to offer! It's a great place to learn and chat about old PU people. #musicbotsgames is the public channel, and has bot commands. Meet the room owners! Yo, I'm 2xTheTap. I started my Pokemon adventure at the tender age of 12, and two
decades later I got pretty old as well as the original Game Boy graphics. PU is my level at home because it holds the Pokemon to which I relate most closely: smelly weird, unwanted in most places, but uniquely charming if you put in the right effort. The PU room has been the most welcoming atmosphere I've been able to find through all
the simulators I've used over the years, Shoddy Battle, Pokemon Online, etc., and my main goal as a room owner was simply to keep that going while engaging qualified players in quality conversations geared towards learning our metagame. I've been RO since 2015, and since then I've had the pleasure of adding quality room staff like
Jigglypuff Specs, Slowbroth, and many others to our ranks. When I'm not blocking Route 12, you can usually find me reviewing room regs' teams or testing my own on the ladder or in friendly matches with other PU tips like Akir or LordST. Hi, I'm Akir and I'm a PU room owner. My job is mainly to repair and improve the room's
infrastructure, manage promotions and promotion policy, and create events for the venue. My main goal for the room has always been and always will be the community. I always do things like choose the authentic based on integrity and utility, but I also do little things like always say gratz! to someone after a tournament win. I also always
start tournaments if you ask nicely! I'm Megazard. I started frequenting the PU room very early after discovering Pokemon Showdown and just never really bothered to stop. It's a really nice community that allows you to feel nature more relaxed, but still competitive a level like PU can have. Rising to Room Owner and tier leader was
almost an accident, just an underduct of wanting to stick around the room, the Discord, and wherever else on the people get to socializing around PU. I always work in our community by remaining as inclusive and easy to get into as ever, even as PU continues to grow in size and recognition within Smogon. Hi, I'm Slowbroth, one of the pu
room owners. I started my time on Showdown three or four years ago, but didn't find a community to settle down again at the time, jumping from NU to UU to LC. Eventually, I found myself in PU around mid-to-end-ORAS and got involved at the time when Machoke became a big problem in the metagame and DynamicPunch was a hot
topic of debate. Anyway, I stayed around, I became active, and I really got to know and love the community here; PU shows a kind of underdog vibe for some reason in my opinion, and I really identify with that. It is also a place teeming with creativity as well as respectable and innovative players. Hi I'm Taskr, I started playing PU in mid
2015 after getting reqs for an old old Test. After that, I became much more active in the PU room and continued to play in a couple of PU tournaments on the forums, even somehow managed to win a called PU First Blood. It was during this time that I became friends with a couple of guys in the PU room such as ShuckleDeath, Akir and
PokemonmasterTJ. It took me about a year and a half to finally get cast, and I remember feeling super happy, I was finally getting noticed lol. I rose through the ranks and became a room owner in November of last year, which gave me the privilege of being a leader. Previous Article Next Article Previous Article Next Article Art by Tikitik.
Hey, I see you've finally found your way on Discord and you're ready to jump into the discussion-well not so fast buddy. Discord is a hard desert and anyone who embarks on a journey through it unprepared will surely perish, so take a seat and listen as I teach you the nature of the beast. With this guide in hand, new users can learn
everything about Smogon's first live chat platform and former IRC enthusiasts can check out the successor to that app. Getting started At a glance, starting can seem simple enough: introduce yourself, indicate your goal, and then enter the discussion; however, anyone who thinks it is so simple is seriously mistaken. Too often I've seen an
unnecessarily long introduction go unnoticed, and not to mention it stinks of novelty. I have always been a firm believer that the best way to get involved is to take it slowly and act as you normally would, since you will get to know everyone in time, but it is of the utmost importance not to rush things along. In a similar vein to not forcing
things, the best way to fit in, quite ironically, is not to try so hard to fit in. The more you try at what the worse you will probably end up doing and the more clumsy it will look- take it from someone who has seen it before. That being said, Discord is a fantastic tool to help you integrate into the Smogon community, so feel free to get to know
others. Contribute to the chat Once you have become familiar with your environment, you should try your hand to contribute to the cat, which at its heart is very simple. This usually involves starting a conversation or getting involved in an ongoing conversation as well as adding to the overall atmosphere of the chat in a way that is positive.



Once you have the basics down, you should try to contribute to conversations as often as possible, and if no one is talking feel free to start a of your own. Debating with other users is also okay and you should never be afraid to share your opinion, but as a general rule, you should try to avoid causing friction. If things get too heavy or
people start arguing, don't be afraid to get out of the chat for a few minutes until things get cold, since getting into with other users reflects badly on you and is something you should generally avoid doing. You're not sure you get along with everyone, but it's best to avoid trouble, believe me. Don't be obnoxious riding on the coattails of
some of my previous points, you should try not to be a nuisance. You might think it goes without saying, but if you do, then you would be surprised. There will always be bad eggs because that's true of both online communities and real life, but you should do your best not to be one of those eggs. For example, being unnecessarily nervous
by text formatted spamming, making unreadable messages, or constantly trying and not making jokes sometimes provocative and largely unfunny is a huge detractor, even as being too abrasive, rude, or insistent. All of this is not only related to annoying people, but also could make you banish, which I guess is something you don't want.
Emojis One of the unexpected and rather unusual benefits of Discord is the inclusion of emojis and the ability to implement server-specific custom tools. It's easy to see how some emojis would lose their charm over time, but the novelty of a few of them just hasn't worn out yet, and therefore some emojis are viable as a means of
expression depending on the situation. :thinking: Thinking emojis are an essential part of Discord culture and take shape in a variety of different emojis that can be used in different ways. There are currently four different thought emojis on Smogon's discord server: :thinking:, :thonsong:, :thirnking:, and:shrugking:. The vanilla thought emoji
is the first of many and takes the form of a face in the midst of deep thinking while stroking his chin and is often used to question the logic or legitimacy of another user's post. :thonnang: :thonkang:, however, is different. :thonkang: is a much coarser version of the above emoji thought and is mainly used to express extremely intense
thinking or inability to understand a particularly confusing or questionable concept. Although it was pretty much exclusive to the original GP server, :thonkang: made its way into people's hearts, eventually becoming one of the most popular custom emojis on all smogon-affiliated Decord servers. :thirnking: :thirnking: is reserved to add insult
to injury when you dump someone at the point of no return; therefore, it is only seen on rare occasions, so consider yourself lucky if you manage to catch a glimpse of it. :shrug::shrug has a very similar use to shrugging indicating a lack of knowledge in response to a question, but the added novelty of having the timeless emoji thought
attached to it makes it much more popular. :lussy: Don't let the vast amount of thought emojis fool you, they're not the only important ones. Designed by Scrake, :lussy: is a Pokémon-based spin on the cover of a new Daily News issue covering donald Trump's leaked audio. :fukyu: Originally from the depths of Tumblr, and one of the most
comical emojis in my humble opinion, :fukyu: is perfect for people who want to get a little cheeky with their friends. The Smogon Discord channels has five channels, all of which were created with specific goals in mind. Here are some brief glimpses of each channel and its purpose. #general: Feel free to talk about anything here, this
channel hosts a wide range of topics for discussion from politics to weather just about everything else. #pokemon: Originally created for in-game discussions and leaks, #pokemon is probably the best place to talk about competitive Pokémon, especially Nintendo-organized formats. #insidescoop: Badged users have access to the
#insidescoop channel on Discord. Don't expect much more than the nonchalant chatter about Smogon and the occasional shittalking though. #directory: A complete index of all official discord servers related to Smogon. #news: Pokémon and Smogon news is here. Other servers There are a number of other servers that serve different
purposes of the Smogon main server, ranging from quick and easy access to certain types of forum staff to simply integrating certain sections of the site into the community. Here are some of the most interesting: Social Forums The purpose of this server is to act as a hub for various activities related to social forums. In many ways, the
server is similar to the Smogon server, but without the same types of restrictions. User groups relate to jokes or user personality as opposed to badgesets (for example, the hot pink GAMER BOY user group is a joke about Martin's old username that dates back to the early days of the server, while people with hot sisters are in the hot
sister club) and are usually exclusive or semi-exclusive to the people listed under them. In addition to the main channel (which has its name changed on a regular basis), there are several channels in the server that relate to different sections of social forums (#circus and #games now removed link in different aspects of Circus Maximus),
relate to popular old IRC channels (#weeb and #skillstone), or serve to redirect spam from the main channel (mainly #botspam). Various server activities are usually underway, whether it's a theme musical evening, a Kunc game, a movie group watch, people cooling and listening to music on the music bot, Gartic games, and various other
things that happen on the server, and ultimately both the server and its policy user bans and activities being very well governed by mass opinion and the initiative of regulars as opposed to mainly composed of moderator decisions. #GP This server ultimately serves two purposes: to receive help and support written aspects of analysis,
from spelling and grammar to prose, and as a way to socialize with other members of the community of people who write the various analyses and articles that are uploaded to the site and its social media platforms. Just as with any good Internet community there is a strong culture even within the server. It also houses the number one
mascot of Smogon (fleurdyleurse) as it rocks which is objectively the biggest alias on the site: bee47. OR C and C will not be fooled by the lack of presence of the server in the directory of the Smogon server, because it is no less official and can be found via the subforum or scans. This server serves primarily as a communication platform
between analytics editors or and the quality control team or. It acts as an important tool for writers because it means that quality control can help them look at the scans to smooth out everything in real time, rather than posting a complete check in the thread, and it is also generally useful for writers to ask questions about the writing
process and for help with the content they choose to include. That being said, you'll often find the voice of the QC team chatting privately as they scale, and the server itself also has a wild side-directed by users such as p2, the top meme of the server- that leads to a meme culture so powerful that it constantly leaks out of its containment
channel in #general. Come in if you dare! Level-specific servers These servers act as places that can improve intra-community relationships within a level by acting as a melting pot in which players of a level can socialize, and in some ways they are similar to their respective rooms on Pokémon Showdown!, although with it relating to the
forum community as opposed to the Pokémon force test! Community. They also function as a place where players can discuss the level they are playing and ask for help during construction by providing another place to ask questions. Although server cultures vary from level to level, they are ultimately all primarily chat devices, and they
are configured as such. #smeargle It's the official server of Smegle's Studio. Here, budding artists and artists come together in a casual environment in which they can discuss what Smegle's Studio is all about: art! People usually share works of art that they have recently done or are currently working on, which allows them to receive
feedback or praise for their work, and there is also a very sense of community here, with lots of occasional discussions both about art and other things that help reinforce the overall relaxed atmosphere of the waiter. User groups are very simple here, the only ones present being distributed to the Artist badge holders and the section head,
its status usually taking a back seat to the general feeling of equality within the server, regardless of rank rank in terms of forum moderation or badgeholders. Smogon Tournaments As the name suggests, this is the official discord server for Smogon tournaments. For the most part, it's just a place where tourbros and other tournament
players socialize live when they're not on the Pokémon Showdown Smogtours! Server. There is a lot of regular social chat that goes here, but ultimately its same culture is just as widespread, arguably more than the simple social elements. There is a channel that is relevant to each official tournament as well as those for general chat and
unofficial tournaments. Conclusion Now that you've learned the tools of trading out and make a name for yourself by chatting away at the desire of your heart and maybe even earning a badge if you're dedicated enough. Just make sure you follow the guidelines in this article while getting to know other users of discord and good things will
come to you. Previous Article Next Article
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